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This article will break down the best essay writing service reviews to make sure your student days

run smoothly. Here's why you need to read this.

Being a student is a challenge, and often a very difficult one. Professors give students a ton of

different academic assignments to handle while trying to have a normal social life and an active

relationship with their families. Not to mention the lack of time to rest, practice some self-care, or

enjoy a hobby. For so many students, this is close to impossible. It's because they still haven't

found the right tools to help them overcome those academic difficulties.

One of the most common academic tasks is writing an essay or a paper. This is a hugely time-

consuming and dreadful task for students who need more writing skills. Luckily, there are essay

writing services that students can turn to for writing help.

Since dozens of websites write essays for you, finding an affordable but professional one is yet

another obstacle you must pass. That ’s where we step in. Our objective and well-researched

reviews of the best essay writing services are all the information you need. Just keep reading!
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Site Editor’s Notes Rating

Writing Universe Best for the price, great customer service,

perfect for urgent tasks.

92%

GrabMyEssay Best writers, highest quality. 98%

TopEssayWriting Best for regular discounts, great customer

support.

92%



 

Best Paper Writing Services

It ’s time for you to learn about our top choices for writing services aimed primarily at American

college students, high schoolers, and other English-speaking students. Let ’s take a closer look at

each one.

1. WritingUniverse

We’ll kick it off with an affordable and solid website that writes essays for you which is

WritingUniverse. The service was designed to help students with their writing in different ways.

Company Overview

The first thing we always look for with the best essay websites is when they were founded.

Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in finding this data. Since we couldn’t learn about their

history, we looked at their reviews and found these:

Sitejabber: 4.7

Trustpilot: 4.6

Let ’s Grade It 4.8

These reviews show they’re truly well-rated and their customers are fairly satisfied with the services

they provide.

They offer the following services:

Free essay examples

Academic writing, rewriting, and research

Editing and Proofreading

This best essay service offers essay examples in more than a dozen subjects which students can

use to learn about different writing styles and rules of essay creation. They cover virtually any type

of essay, from analytical and argumentative, to reflective and rhetorical.

This professional service also has an educational resource for students called Essay Guide, which

helps students learn about essay writing, revision, drafting, length, and more.

ProEssayService Best for delivery speed, great prices. 91%

https://u.newsdirect.com/qkvI85BJ9giZXGU51XTJw9UZJSUFxVb6-uVFmSWZeemleZllqUXFqXrJ-bn6DHmp5cUZpUmAAAAA__8LDnbUtv8CoGN6HVpIZx0M4QWOj-8BatAcQ_2Nw


Finally, we were thrilled to learn that they accept a deadline as short as 3 hours.

Writers

We also learned that WritingUniverse has a huge base of great available writers, who are experts

in a certain subject, have college degrees, and are skilled writers, even though they offer cheap

writing services.

This allows the company to choose the writer that is the best fit for your paper and connect you

with them. They only write unique and plagiarism-free papers, so you don’t have to fear being

tricked in any way.

Quality

Based on the USA customer reviews we've read, we can say that the quality of the paper this

service offers is satisfactory. Their papers are well-researched and written by highly professional

writers. They pass all the plagiarism tests and are completely original. Plus, they cover the given

topic in-depth, respecting all academic writing rules.

Prices and Discounts

As for the prices, WritingUniverse is truly affordable and the best among the best essay writer

companies. The price of one academic paper page, with a 14-day deadline, is $10.99. They even

provide a 10% discount on the first order.

Guarantees

When you need help with an essay, the guarantees are immensely important. As for

WritingUniverse, they have quite satisfactory guarantees. Those include:

confidentiality

a money-back guarantee

no hidden charges

on-time delivery

high-quality

Plus, all of their writers are native speakers, so your essay will be written accurately. In case you’re

not happy with your essay, you can file it for revision and have them take another look at it to

correct the mistakes.

Customer Support



Another reason why WritingUniverse is a top essay writer service is that they offer 24/7 customer

support. You can reach them day and night via phone call, WhatsApp chat, or by sending an

email. They'll promptly answer to solve any dilemma or help you understand their services better.

Pros and Cons

 

2. ProEssayService

Let ’s proceed with the next best online essay writing service called ProEssayService.

Company Overview

This company is based in Manchester but we couldn’t find data about when they were founded.

The company may be British, but it provides essay writing services for all English-speaking students

from the UK to Canada and USA.

We were first a bit put off by the interface and design of their website since it ’s fairly simple and

somewhat boring. However, this doesn’t change the fact that they’re among the best when it

comes to finding a website that writes papers for you.

They lack public reviews and ratings, so we can only share their 4.4 grade at LetsGradeIt. We went

through the process of placing an order and checking if this truly is the best college essay writing

service. We were happy to receive a well-written essay without any grammar or spelling mistakes.

The content was fairly good as well, which made us take a closer look at this company.

The services they offer are primarily academic writing. They also have editing and proofreading

services, as well as rewriting and solving math problems. Their Samples section is a bit under-

organized since all their samples are listed randomly.

Pros Cons

Great price No company history data

24/7 customer support

Handle urgent papers

https://u.newsdirect.com/qkvI85BJ9giZXGU51XTJw9UZJSUFxVb6-gVF-anFxYmVxalFZZnJqXrJ-bn6DHmp5cUZpUmAAAAA__8d4PK0Q72xAVZrrBqFKp6fM3tbQQEb64RjFlMcw


Finally, we wanted to see how fast they can deliver an order and were happy to learn there’s a 6-

hours minimum deadline.

Writers

To make it to the team of this trustworthy writing service, writers first need to prove they're college

graduates and hold an academic degree from an English-speaking country. They also have to be

native English speakers and pass a research and writing test.

Quality

The quality of the essays we received from this service was more than satisfactory. There were no

errors, stylistic, or in the content. It was punctual, grammatically correct, and well-organized. We

can say for sure that they offer great high school and university-level essays.

Prices and Discounts

The prices of their services are fair. They start with $12.99 per page for a high school paper with the

longest deadline of 14 days. If you choose 6 hours, you’ll have to pay$35.99 per page.

Also, you become eligible for a lifetime discount if you’ve purchase(d) an essay before. This is

great if you plan on becoming a loyal customer.

Guarantees

This best essay writing website does everything it can to secure its customers feel safe. They

provide secure payment and sale options and guarantee confidentiality. They allow revisions and

have a money-back policy.

Customer Support

You can reach customer support at this service via a chat form that you fill out on their main page,

so it's easy to find it. You can also send them an email to get the answers you need. Finally, there's a

phone you can dial as well.

Pros and Cons

Pros Cons

Good discount policy Poor website



 

3. TopEssayWriting

 TopEssayWriting is listed next as the best website for essays so let ’s take a look at their story.

Company Overview

This company was founded in 2023. They have a good reputation, and their rating on Trustpilot is

4.6 and 4.7 on Let ’sGradeIt. This shows their credibility and the fact they’re trusted by so many

customers from all over.

We also loved that they have a wide plethora of services, with essay writing being the most

important. The list of the type of essay you can choose seems to be going forever and includes

custom essays, research papers, term papers, book reports, dissertations, thesis, scholarship essays,

and more. They also offer to rewrite and edit services for students who just need someone to

check their work.

There are free essay samples you can find on the website of this best essay writing service in us.

They have an astonishing base of more than 100,000 free essay samples that helped me write my

essay more than once.

They can meet a minimum deadline of 6 hours.

Writers

TopEssayWriting has a four-stage selection process after the application to make sure they only

hire the best writers. Researchers of talented writers first look at their CVs. Then they take a

grammar test, an essay writing test, and finally, their education documentation is checked. They

only hire native speakers.

Quality

The quality of the papers this service writes is great. Dissertation, high school essay, Master’s thesis

- you name it, they hold a strong level of quality for each one. We found close to no negative

comments about the quality of their work.

Prices and Discounts

Quick delivery

24/7 help

https://u.newsdirect.com/qkvI85BJ9giZXGU51XTJw9UZJSUFxVb6-uXl5Xol-QWpxcWJleVFmSWZeel6-UXp-gx5qeXFGaVJgAAAAP__EX0wTQOcuDQXME5cD6RvwL5n_0RyTtXVg6ovbw


This service starts with the price of $12.99 per page for a regular high-school essay and a 14-days

deadline. If you choose the minimum 6-hour deadline, the price will be $39.99.

However, they are unique in offering regular discounts to customers. The more you order, the

better discounts you'll receive. The discount can go up to 15% per order.

Guarantees

This company cares about your privacy and your satisfaction. They base their guarantees on these

three principles:

you’ll get your money back if you’re not happy with the order or want to cancel

your identity is 100% protected

your paper will be 100% original

 

You can check for plagiarism using Turnitin if you’re suspicious at first.

 

These guarantees are crucial for the best essay writing service online and a must for all customers

looking for professionalism.

Customer Support

Does 24/7 help sound good to you? Whether you’re looking for essay writing assistance or help

with your order, this service will provide help whenever you need it. They have a live chat at your

disposal at any time, with the answer from an operator coming almost immediately. If you prefer,

you can call them or send an email.

Pros and Cons

Pros Cons

Good price Can’t choose your writer

24/7 customer support



 

4. GrabMyEssay

Finally, we list GrabMyEssay next, here's what we learned about them.

Company Overview

This company was founded in 2013 and is considered one of the top essay writing services for

students. After checking their public reviews on credible websites, we found that their Sitejabber

rating is 4.6 and their Let ’sGradeIt rating is 4.7 which is all great. There are many reviews and mostly

positive ratings on their website as well. They seem to be credible, and we took those into account

as well.

They offer the three most important services for students:

Essay writing

Free samples

Blog

As for essay writing, they cover all types of essays including research papers, research proposal,

dissertations, term papers, case studies, lab reports, and more. In addition, they offer editing,

proofreading, and rewriting services, as well as the services of writing annotated bibliographies. It's

an all-encompassing student website that provides all the necessary services in one place.

Their blog is full of useful information for students regarding essay writing and written assignments.

As for the deadlines they handle, their minimum deadline is 3 hours. They can complete even the

most complex student assignments quickly and remain completely professional in what they

deliver.

Writers

GrabMyEssay proudly announces that all of its writers are:

native English speakers

degree holders

academically qualified to write your essay

Long-term discounts

https://u.newsdirect.com/qkvI85BJ9giZXGU51XTJw9UZJSUFxVb6-uXl5XrpRYlJuZWpxcWJlXrJ-bn6DHmp5cUZpUmAAAAA__8RGAJhw1tpu2aTEkZ0RoArDZvZDPcrs0mULh0uA


They allow you to inquire more about the good essay writer you choose and learn about their

skills and expertise. You are also in direct communication with your writer the whole time to make

sure everything runs smoothly.

Quality

This service is not listed as the best website for essay writing by accident. The quality of the paper

they offer is undeniable, and they offer the best quality out of the four services on our list. This is

due to their highly experienced and well-trained writers.

Prices and Discounts

The prices start at $14.99 per page for a high school-level academic paper due in 14 days. The

price is fair considering the quality they offer, and you can rest assured they'll make it worth your

money.

However, they are a bit more expensive when you buy urgent orders. For a 3 hours deadline, the

price per page jumps to $54.99 which is way more expensive than the previous service. But, if

you're in luck, you might be offered a discount for a first-time order or as a returning customer.

Discounts go up to 15%.

Guarantees

This service offers all the guarantees a customer can wish for. They guarantee that the paper will

be 100% unique and plagiarism free, plus proofread to perfection. If you still find a flaw, they’ll

offer a revision to make it better. They also guarantee full confidentiality and data protection.

Finally, they have a money-back guarantee in case you want to cancel your order somewhere

along the process.

Customer Support

Customer support is brilliant on this website. They have a 24/7 customer support system, and you

can reach them via live chat on their website, phone, or via email. As soon as you open the

website, they'll offer assistance through their live chat.

Pros and Cons

Pros Cons

Wide variety of services Higher prices for urgent tasks



 

How do we decide what is the best paper writing service?

We want to make sure that our reviews are objective and well-researched. We also want to make

sure there are only trustworthy websites on our list. This is why we base our decision about what

company is the best on a certain set of criteria that we always apply.

Below, we’ll explain these criteria to you to help you understand the depth of our research for

every website and company.

Interface

We find that the interface of a website plays a seriously important role. Therefore, we analyze each

service's interface in terms of design, sections, ease of placing an order, CTA buttons, and more.

The 4 services on our list all satisfy these criteria and offer a seamless UX to their users.

Support Team

Students who need to order an essay online usually have some questions along the way. This is

especially the case if there’s an urgent matter to be solved. We analyze the support team for each

company based on their availability, channels through which you can reach them, and their

response time. We believe the support team is one of the most important factors for students

hiring such services.

Best Essay Writers

We only wanted to choose the services that offer the top writers. When we say the best, we mean:

native English speakers

educated and holding a college degree

experienced in writing

versatile in writing possibilities

We found that our top writing services all satisfy these criteria and even help you choose the best

essays writers for your needs. Some offer premium and top 10 writers for a higher price, making

sure you only receive the best.

24/7 customer support

High-quality papers



Quality

Paper quality depends on the professional writers that are working for the company and the

company's readiness to help you find the perfect match. We carefully selected those companies

that assign you to the writer who is the most experienced in the subject matter you need to be

covered in the essay. We also made sure there were no negative reviews about the paper's quality

and that all the papers passed the plagiarism check.

Prices

The next criterion we use to make a solid recommendation is the price of the services. We know

that students’ budgets are fairly limited, and most of them don’t have any money to waste. This is

why we checked if the prices are fair.

We choose affordable but quality services.

Guarantees

When you want to buy a research paper, you also want to ensure you are protected as a client. We

looked into the guarantees these services offer and made sure that confidentiality about your

identity is a priority. We also looked for Money-Back Guarantees, Revisions, Plagiarism-Free

guarantees, and On-Time Delivery.

Benefits of Hiring a top essay writing service

You may be having doubts about hiring an essay writing service and having them handle your

assignment for you. Maybe you don’t trust them enough or fear they’ll trick you. Below, we listed

the top benefits that will help you change your mind.

Expertise

Instead of struggling to write the assignment yourself or hiring some shady freelance essay writer,

you can have a writing expert do it instead. The services we’ve listed offer nothing but highly

experienced and trained writers who can take care of any type of task you give them.

Time-Saving

High school and college students both lack the same thing - time. There’s so much to do in so

little time, and they often find themselves swamped with academic tasks and private matters.

Luckily, a huge benefit of hiring the best essay writer to write instead of you is that it ’ll save you a

ton of time.

You'll be able to use this time to study, prepare for an exam, or simply rest.

Healthy Nervous System



Stress is extremely dangerous for our health, and students experience high levels of stress almost

daily. This only proves that they need help wherever they can find it, especially with homework and

studying. This is why writing services help students stress less and maintain a healthy nervous

system.

Quality and Uniqueness

If you’re not a skilled or talented writer, it ’ll be very hard for you to write a paper that is both

unique and properly written. You’d need a ton of exercise and some poor attempts to reach this

level of writing.

But, the professional writers at these services already have the necessary experience. This

guarantees your essay will be a success.

Free Checks

Finally, we know you want to make sure your essay is ready to be submitted to avoid any

unfortunate situations. These essay writing sites will offer you a free essay check, free of charge.

This helps you turn in the essay confidently and without any doubt.

FAQ about the websites to write essays

Now, let ’s take a look at the FAQs that are probably roaming your mind as well. We'll answer them

to help you understand how these quality essay services work and benefit you.

Is buying papers legal?

Buying a paper is completely legal, and there’s no law stopping you from doing it. These websites

provide you with a service, and you are fully entitled to spend your money as you like. These

companies aren’t responsible for how you’ll use this paper, so that is all on you.

Can anyone find out that I buy essays online?

All of the companies we’ve listed full offer confidentiality to clients. This way, you can be certain

that no one will ever know that you bought college papers online unless you tell them. Also, your

private data is safe and not available to any third parties to use, which increases confidentiality.

Why am I anonymous?

None of the websites for essays want to be responsible for your data or identity in buying essays.

They also want to make sure that you feel completely safe and protected while using their

services. This way, both parties are much more at ease and have fewer worries to think about.

With your identity being hidden, you can freely buy essays and not fear they will somehow

become public.



How to distinguish a reliable site from scammers?

As we've already mentioned, there is a ton of custom essay writing companies offering writing

services. But not all of them are credible. Some are just scammers who are looking to get you to

pay and then leave you hanging with a poorly written essay.

To distinguish a reliable site, you should read the best essay writing service reviews and pay

attention to the criteria we’ve mentioned in the sections above.

What if I need essay help urgently?

Urgency is not a problem for the best essay writing websites. Their writers are trained to write

exceptional papers with deadlines as tight as 3 hours. You will have to pay a higher price for such

an urgent order, but they'll deliver a quality essay as per agreement.

So, even if you forgot about a paper due and need one urgently, they'll be able to handle it.

What are the cheapest writing companies?

If you're all looking for cheap essay services, you can find them online with just a bit of research.

But if you’re looking for a combination of affordable and professional, those are the services from

our list above. We sorted them starting from the cheapest one listed first.

What is a good website to write essays?

Not all essay writing services are good. You’ll get low-quality papers on so many of these services.

But, if you read trusted review websites and gather enough information, you’ll be able to choose

the services that are highly professional and offer quality papers.

What essay writing services are legit?

Not all essay writing services are legitimate. Many companies hire unreliable authors, overcharge,

have hidden fees, or don't respect the confidentiality agreement. The best essay writing services

online are those that have clear company policies they respect and guarantees that make sure

their customers are protected. This is exactly what all four websites from our list above offer their

customers.

How do I find the best essay writing service?

You need to do some thorough online research and cross-compare several most popular websites.

You need to check what services they offer, what their customers are saying, and how professional

they write. Your second option is to read the best custom essay writing service review and trust

their research and facts.

What problems might I encounter when hiring writers?

https://u.newsdirect.com/qkvI85BJ9giZXGU51XTJw9UZJSUFxVb6-jmpJcXpRYkpqZklesn5ufpJqcUluqnFxYmVuuVFmSWZeem6xalFZZnJqcX6DHmp5cUZpUmAAAAA__8R0UBMqiFa73jEj06iWZIuHiAxod7v2-6rzPsEA


Hiring a writer as your writing helper can be tricky. You don’t know these people and might have a

hard time choosing the best match for your needs. Also, it might be hard to communicate with a

writer who’s not from the United States due to the time zone difference. Finally, a writer may not be

as experienced in your subject matter and could lack the knowledge to write your paper. Luckily,

none of this is the case with our top 4 sites that write essays for you.

Conclusion

The question of what are the best essay writing services is difficult to answer if you don't have time

to do research and dig up information on your own. This reviews list is the ultimate helper that will

guide you to find the perfect service for you.

The top four services on our list all offer the highest quality essays at affordable prices. They hire

the best paper writers to make sure their customers are happy with the result. They're easy to

navigate, and it takes a couple of minutes to place an order. They offer confidentiality and

professionalism in communication so that you can freely use their services and not feel stressed

about it.

Hopefully, this ultimate best essay writing services review will help you find the service that is a

perfect match for your academic needs and what you need to be written. Use our

recommendations to find your writer and a website that you’ll be loyal to in your future orders.
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